GreenBo
POŽÁRNÍ DESIGNOVÉ PŘÍČKY

VERTICAL FLOWER GARDEN AND MOSS WALLS

Green flower walls
The GreenBo green walls represent an original and positive interior
element from all perspectives. They reflect the current green trends in
architecture. Vertical green walls are natural energy stimulants, which

	
Improved microclimate of the given areas
Absorption of toxins, air humidification and filtration.

	
Improved sound insulation and acoustic energy

positively affect the psyche of people in their proximity.
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Structures
A GreenBo green wall can form a part of another wall (Picture 1), or

One of the side covers can be tiltable, with space for technical

it can be a free-standing partitioning element (Picture 2). It is usually

installations. The variability of the structure and the undemanding

embedded in a MiltDesign partition or mounted on another load-

requirements on the floor area allow the creation of spectacular

bearing structure. The bottom reservoir tub is made of stainless

green walls in both large areas and smaller installations where there

sheet metal. It is usually anodized. Its economical alternative is

is a lack of space.

designed in plastic.

Structure alternatives

Picture 1
green wall as a part
of another wall

Picture 2
free-standing
green wall
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Irrigation system
Water is distributed via a distribution system using a pump with

without the need to be connected to a water inlet and a discharge

a mechanical refilling system. Ideally, connections to a water source

system. The irrigation system is switched on automatically using

and sewerage system are available. However, the irrigation system

a timer.

can even be used in combination with a manually refilled water tank,

Lighting
Light is one of the most important factors that affect the vitality

components for the plants, thus ensuring their permanent beauty

of the GreenBo green wall. Only in exceptional cases do lit interiors

and prosperity. The lights with LED diodes and a light intensity of at

have sufficient natural lighting conditions for successful growing

least 600 lx are tiltable. They can thus be properly directed and can

of plants on vertical green walls. Using special light fixtures, which

be embedded in or suspended from the soffit.

emit a certain color spectrum, we can emulate the necessary sunlight
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Plants

Growing system

The wide range of plants that are suitable for being grown

the work. Let ‘real green’ into your interior. A GreenBo wall, planted

The containers for growing plants are made of hardened PVC. The

This method significantly reduces the volume of insects, fungi,

hydroponically allows customized collages to be created for particular

with live plants, becomes not only a distinctive feature, but also

budget version for growing plants uses geotextile. The plants are

mildew and odor.

interiors. The light and temperature conditions as well as the air

creates an environment for you, your clients and employees which

grown hydroponically in natural aggregate, without soil.

humidity in the given area need to be considered. The GreenBo

will permanently and positively affect all the senses. We are ready to

green walls can be planted with ready-grown plants – a perfect visual

prepare a customized proposal for you based on your requirements.

effect is then achieved immediately after installation and transfer of
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Aglaonema commutatum

Anthurium andreanum

Asplenium nidus

Scindapsus aureus

Scindapsus „Neon“

Schefflera arboricola

Calathea rufibarba

Codiaeum variegatum

Dracaena fragrans „White Stripe“

Spathiphyllum

Syngonium

Alocasia x amazonica

Dracaena fragrans

Chlorophytum comosum

Philodendron scandens

Codiaeum

Maranta

Tradescantia
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Moss walls and pictures
Mummified moss is maintenance free. It is a live moss stabilized using
a preservative. The moss can remain in a beautiful and fresh condition
for 10–15 years. You do not need to water it, trim it or wet it since it is
not alive anymore, it only looks like it is. The moss does not need care
as plants do. It just needs to be lightly dusted using a dust cloth or a

	
Natural
	
Maintenance-free
	
Creates a pleasant and comfortable climate
Indicator of the current air humidi

	
Acoustic insulation

low-temperature hairdryer. The moss should not be installed near heat
sources in the room and it should not be exposed to direct sunlight (it is
not resistant to UV radiation).
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We work with moss mounds, flat moss and lichen.
Lichen
is used in the same way moss is, on large wall areas or pictures.

deviances demonstrate that it is a natural product – they are not

This soft and flexible moss fits well with modern materials. It is a

product defects.

symbol of contemporary environmental thinking. There are several
colors in various hues.

Flat
stabilized moss is usually used as a base for the mound moss. These

Mound moss

two types can be combined based on customer requirements. Flat

is bulging, thus creating an interesting structure of walls and pictures.

moss in combination with mound moss creates distinctive relief

It is a good idea to light it with LED light fixtures, by means of which

surfaces.

we underscore its structure and show its 3D effect. Small color

Apart from the already common design based on a
combination of various moss types, we also implement moss
walls and pictures in arrangements with preserved plants.
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We offer an almost endless range of combinations and design
options. The know-how related to the moss material and
floristic craft allow us to create completely unique works
(such as company logos made of moss).
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Types of moss pictures

Flat and mound

Lichen
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Mound moss

Types of framing for moss pictures

Jungle

Aluminum edge

Wooden edge
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Trellises

Interior flowerpots

A trellis is an interior design element made of stainless steel cables, which form a support for

Additionally, we can also supply designer free standing flowerpots with already-grown plants for your

climbing plants. They can be free standing and form a kind of an interior screen, or they can form

interiors and flowerboxes built into cabinets that divide the interior, as well as overhanging flowerpots

part of a partition. Trellises offer a living “green fence” anywhere you want to have privacy or to divide

for walls. We design all green vegetation based on the given customer requirements and conditions

a particular area.

(light and temperature) of the given interior. We also offer a regular or one-off flower service.
We make sure the flowers remain healthy and appear lush and fresh.
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Construction preparedness
Structural spatial location
	elimination of possible negative effects (air-conditioning
system, direct sunlight) should also be taken into
account when choosing the location for a green wall
	it is necessary to choose a suitable location for the given
technologies and irrigation control
	the technology can be installed on a wall or ceiling,
above a ceiling soffit, or even in an adjoining recess

Water inlet
	a drinking water inlet should be installed along the right
or left edge of the planned green wall
	a pipe with an inner thread, terminated at a suitable
height from the floor by a ball valve

Notes
Electricity
	we require preparedness in conjunction with the water
supply along the right and left edge of the planned green
wall
	cables terminated at a suitable height from the floor
(looped cables on the ceiling are sufficient)
	independent protection (independent circuit)

Lighting
	independent separate circuit with the possibility to time
the given light fixtures
	installed at a distance from the wall determined by
the given lighting calculation
	color spectrum similar to daylight, for growing plants
4000–6500 K, and color rendering index Ra=90

Waste outlet
	a waste pipe embedded in the wall surface (applies to
the version with an automatic water refilling mechanism)

Technical specification
Flower wall composition
	wooden base OSB panel, anchored to the given base loadbearing structure, covered with steam-permeable foil
	plastic flowerpots for flowers, mutually interconnected,
thus allowing for complex irrigation
	flowerpots placed in horizontal flowerboxes
	stainless steel storage tank with an automatic irrigation
system
	fixed or tiltable sideboard, covering the vertical wall
technology

Wall types
	
flat – from the floor to the ceiling or soffit, including
sideboards or lintels
	
on consoles – suspended above a cabinet
	
the space in a recess – with wood paneling or embedded
in the wall
	
corner – outer or inner corner

The overall thickness of the flower wall from the load-bearing
structure is approximately 20 cm (depending on the selected
plant types, up to + 5–10 cm)

Irrigation technology
Water is added to the storage tank:
	
automatically – controlled by a regulation valve with
a timer, connected to detection sensors, located on
the vertical garden (necessary waste)
	
manually – using a ball valve
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